Reintegration from an Employee
Perspective in Hospitality

• Pabian Law is a premier national corporate
immigration law firm
• Major focus on the hospitality industry (H-2B
visas, year-round visas, and green card
applications)

About
Pabian Law

• Heavily involved with numerous industry
groups in the private club, hotel, resort, and ski
industries

• National firm headquartered in Massachusetts
• Particular attention given to customer-service,
favorable results, and client education
• Created and launched 1st-ever proprietary H2B visa software platform, Pabian BOOM!, in
April 2020

Upcoming Pabian Law
Webinars
• Get Acquainted (or Re-Acquainted) with
Pabian Law
• Thursday, July 16th
• 2pm EST
• Open to all!
• BOOM! In-Country Portal Demo
• Information coming!
• Want information about future webinars?
• Email keith@pabianlaw.com

Questions?
Keith Pabian
Pabian Law
(617) 939-9444
keith@pabianlaw.com
www.pabianlaw.com
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Introduce Yourself in the Chat Feature

Your Name
Company
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Presenter: Kari Heistad
• Founder and CEO: Culture Coach International and Diversity
Dashboard
• Working in the space of diversity, leadership and teamwork for
25 years
• Consultant, Content & Tool Developer, Trainer
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Agenda
• The New Normal vs. Changing Reality
• Employees Perspective Before March
•
•
•
•
•

•

and Now
Personal Filters and Perceptions
Social Unrest and Black Lives Matter
Current Challenges
Employee Emotional Landscape
Mental Health Issues
The Road Forward
•

Workplace

•

Workforce

•

Marketplace

• Q&A

Poll: Reintegration Considerations

What are your concerns as you re-open your properties?
Safety of employees
Safety of guests
Finding the right staffing levels
Reintegrating employees who have been away
Conflict between essential and non-essential workers
Staff have taken other jobs
Mental health of employees
Other
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The New Normal vs. the Changing Reality

● What terms do we use?
● New normal conveys that things are stable – but nothing is
stable – still evolving
● Change will continue
○

What are we keeping from the old way of doing things?

○

What are we learning during Covid that we will keep?

○

What roles have gone away – what roles are new, who plays what
roles?
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Employees: Before March vs. Now
Pre Covid-19

During Covid-19 – Long term

Change happened, but not as quickly or as
profoundly, we had routines

Change is immediate and profound

Future was somewhat predictable

Future totally unpredictable

Timelines for projects, life events could be made

Timeline is unclear, unable to make plans

Had news sources that were trusted, sense of
knowing what to trust

Don’t know what to trust, social media makes it
worse

Felt work was predictable – work, company culture,
colleagues are known

Work is unpredictable, perhaps unsafe, different
culture, people are missing

Roles were known

Roles uncertain
Essential vs. Non-Essential

Staff mixture of people, cultures

Staff may be different mix than before

Everyday Brain: More open to new things, able to
accept ambiguity, curious

Survival Brain: afraid, focuses on possible threats,
thinks in black and white, doesn’t want to make
mistakes
Innovation Brain: Willing to try new things as
everything has changed
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Personal Filters & Covid Experience
How Person A sees
the experience

How Person B sees the
same experience

Shared Event
or Experience
Personal Filter

Personal Filter

Includes this person’s cultural
background and experiences

Includes this person’s cultural
background and experiences

Covid experience: Non-essential,
furloughed, financial issues, family
member got sick, no childcare

Shared perceptions of
the event or experience

Covid experience: Essential, faced
challenges at work, dealt with
transportation, staying healthy,
concerned over family impact
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Social Unrest and Black Lives Matter
• Racism is present in workplaces and society
• Healthcare disparities are impacting communities of color
disproportionately
• Concerns over personal safety, health and coping with racism
impacts employee’s ability to focus, perform and be productive
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Current Challenges: Covid & Protests

• Some people supporting
BLM, some not
• High emotions
• People feeling overwhelmed
• Teamwork can be suffering
• Managers struggling
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The Emotional Landscape
Potential Stressors
• Fear
• Uncertainty
• Survival Needs
• Limited Resources
• Life Complexity
• Unknowns are many
• Lack of routine
• Mostly at home
• Seeing same people &
missing others
• Isolation
• Social unrest
• Racism
• Stereotypes

Possible Impacts
• Fatigue, headaches
• Irritability
• Anxiety
• Quick to judgment
• Assumptions proliferate
• Biases are triggered
• Question more things
• Productivity lags
• Harder to focus
• Eroding trust
• People feeling distanced
from each other
• Fractured relationships

Mission Focused People
•
•

When focused in mission mode they block out everything else
Impact can be felt when the pressure comes off

© 2020 Culture Coach International
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Mental Health Issues
• 75% Americans report negative impact from the
pandemic
• 48% percent say they can cope
• 27% concern and uncertainly regarding their ability to cope
• Anxiety:-11.6 points
• Depression -10.2 points
• Optimism 8.9 points
• Work productivity -8.7 points
• Isolation -7.9 points
• Women, those with 3+ or more children, ages 30-39
higher levels of stress
• Biggest worry – death of a loved one
• Hotel industry workers more stressed
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https://www.ptcommunity.com/wire/mental-health-concerns-skyrocket-75-percent-americans-report-negative-impact-pandemic
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Polling Question 2: Are you seeing indicators of stress among your
staff

●
●
●
●
●

Yes, we are seeing a big impact
We have had staff request mental health accommodations
We are seeing the impact on some staff but not many
We are not seeing much impact upon on our staff
Our staff are not showing much stress
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Three Areas to Help Employees
As They Return

Workplace: Changes to the workplace, policies, schedules,
phased vs. all at once re-opening

Workforce: Employees – Essential and Non-Essential
Marketplace: Interacting with guests
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The Road Forward: Workplace
• What has changed
• Explain why and what it means to them
• Support
• Transportation, Meals, Cafeteria, Safety Precautions
• Messaging & Communication
• What we say and how we say it is important
• Don’t stand here vs. Standing here helps us to keep you healthy
• Incorporating motto or organizational key values
• Masks with plastic so that people can see expressions?
• Schedules
• Staggered schedules like 10-4
(NYT article 10-4: How to Reopen the Economy by Exploiting the Coronavirus’s Weak Spot)

• Alternating days, hours
• Are you giving people options about:
• Who they return with?
• When they return? Is this based on role?
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The Road Forward: Workforce
• Employees
• Who is returning and who isn’t? Impact on teams, working relationships?
• Working at full staff or reduced staff?
• Perceptions
• Essential Workers – had a job, but had risks, may resent having to come to
work or appreciate having an income, see others on “vacation”
• Non-Essential Workers- didn’t have life threats, but lacked an income, may
resent those that did work, more money on unemployment?
• Exceptions
• Can all staff return if they don’t have child care/caring for others?
• Are people given options to work from home? Is this given to everyone?
• Resentment if some people have to come back & other don’t
• Racism
• Take action when it happens – Covid is not an excuse for bad behavior
• Racism against anyone is inappropriate: “Asian flu” comments, comments about Black
Lives Matter – decide ahead of time how to respond

• Need to reinforce key messages about diversity, inclusion, not making
inappropriate remarks
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The Road Forward: Marketplace
• Building a level of trust
• This is a safe place to be for employees and clients
• Signage: How you convey your message to clients impacts how they interact
with your employees

• Working with customers
• Dealing with people who don’t wear a mask or social distance
appropriately (employees and clients)
• Creating a welcoming environment while still being safe
• Anxiety of dealing with angry customers
• Do you give small extras as a thank you for their patronage?
• Talking Points
• Give employees appropriate responses to comments guests might
make or ask: Covid, Safety, Protests, Limited Services
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Polling Question 3: What ideas will you consider as you move
forward?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Checking how signs are worded
Providing employees with training on how to communicate with customers
Clear masks so that customers can see our employee's faces
Small perks for customers
Talking points for managers about coping with Covid19
Information about logistics such as transportation for employees
Dealing with issues or racism quickly
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Manager Support
• Communication
• About the team, who is returning, why, when
• Impact on work projects
• Managing the Team
• What to do about any cohesion issues
• Conflicts coming back that existed before & didn’t go away
• Team members that have had trauma during the time away
– how to manage this, give support, communicate what is
appropriate to team members
• Handling inappropriate comments, jokes etc.
• Talking points on how to respond to racist comments,
inappropriate remarks from team members or guests
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Providing Resources to Help Employees If They Need It

● Survey: Assess what employees have gone through, resources needed
○

Free: Micro-Pulse Survey: WorkHuman.com – MoodTracker application

● Coping with Trauma
○

Covid-Buddies: Paired up with someone outside of their team and department

○

ERGs: Use existing support networks of ERGs to provide support

○

Small Support Groups: Model after AA – people able to process what they went through

● Local Groups & Resources: Listings of local support groups, hosting group
meetings
○

Mental Health: Moodtracker.com – helps with depression, anxiety

○

EAPs: Employee Assistance Programs
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Action Steps for Reintegration
● Over communicate about what is happening and why
● Provide communication about company policies about discrimination,
harassment etc.
● Solicit input from employees about what they need
● Set up support systems – formal or informal

● Acknowledge and encourage people to ask for help
● Support managers
● Provide leaders and managers with talking points
● Encourage health seeking behaviors
● Over engage and check-in
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Reintegration Tools

• Resiliency – video, blog post, webinar recording on
DiversityDashboard.com Covid-19 Resource page
• Team Sparks Discussion Cards – helps teams to work better togetherfree set at CultureCoach.biz – Covid Resources page
• Forbes Re-opening list: https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexknapp/2020/06/01/theinsiders-guide-to-reopening-america/#18e0a139129d

“

Your success in life isn't based on your ability
to simply change.
It is based on your ability to change
faster than your competition,
customers, and business.
-Mark Sandborn

© 2020 Culture Coach International

”
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Contact

Kari Heistad
● Founder and CEO, Culture Coach International
● 617-795-1688 • CultureCoach.biz
● Kari@CultureCoach.biz
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